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Abstract. In the Chacaltaya hybrid experiment we have shown that the observed characteristics of the events
accompanying atmospheric families (a bundle of high energy particles in the air-shower core) can not be well
described by current simulations. The atmospheric families detected so far by emulsion chambers (sandwiches
of X-ray films and lead plates) are key ingredients in the analysis. But the number of analyzed events with
atmospheric family is still small due to the limited size of the experiment. Now a new very large hybrid
experiment “PAMIR-XXI” is proposed to be constructed at the Pamirs. The notable feature of the experiment
is to construct large hadron calorimeters at the center of air-shower arrays to study the air-shower core in
detail. We study the possibility to analyze high energy air-shower cores in the “Pamir-XXI” experiment by
using the burst density of scintillation detectors instead of using the family data of emulsion chambers. It is
shown that the unusual characteristics of the events observed by the Chacaltaya hybrid experiment can be well
seen in the hybrid experiment “PAMIR-XXI” too.

1. Introduction
In the Chacaltaya hybrid experiment[1–3] we have studied
in detail high-energy air-shower cores by observing three
components in the air-showers, i.e., air-shower size, burst-
size (hadron-component) and accompanied family energy
(high energy e, γ -component). We have shown that the
characteristics of the observed events, in the energy region
of primary particles E0 = 1015 ∼ 1017 eV, can not be fully
explained by simply changing the chemical composition
of primary particles, though many experimental groups
claim that the fraction of heavy primaries increases rapidly
beyond the “knee” and that the change of the chemical
composition of primary cosmic-rays is an origin of the
“knee” and well explain the observed characteristics of the
air-showers[4–7].

In the Chacaltaya hybrid experiment, the observed
characteristics of each component itself look like they
are well described by simulations, but if the events are
divided into two groups, with family and without family,
the simulations fail to describe the characteristics of both
groups of data. Thus the information on the families is
a key ingredient for understanding the characteristics of
cosmic-ray interactions in the energy range of 1015 ∼
1017 eV. To date atmospheric families are detected by
emulsion chambers, but the measurement and analysis of
the family data using emulsion chambers is very time-
consuming. Furthermore there are some difficulties in
connecting the air-shower to the accompanied family,
because the latter has no time information. So the number
of observed events with atmospheric family is still very
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small and it is necessary to get at least ten times
more family events to make the argument clear. It is
preferable to use scintillation counters instead of X-ray
films at a suitable depth of the lead plates to detect high-
energy atmospheric families in future large-scale hybrid
experiment. Here we study the possibility to analyze high
energy air-shower cores by using scintillation detectors
instead of using emulsion chambers for detecting high
energy atmospheric families in the new comprehensive
EAS experiment “Pamir-XXI” at the Pamir [8].

The experimental data detected by the Chacaltaya
hybrid experiment are converted into “experimental data”
expected to be detected in the “PAMIR-XXI” experiment
through detailed detector simulations of both experiments
and then the characteristics of the “expected experimental
data” are compared with those of simulated data of air-
shower cores.

2. Results of the hybrid experiment
at Mt. Chacaltaya

2.1. Chacaltaya hybrid experiment

The air-shower array covers a circular area within a
radius about 50 m by 35 plastic scintillation detectors to
measure the lateral distribution of the electron density of
the air-showers. In the center of the air-shower array, 32
blocks of emulsion chambers (0.25 m2 each) are installed.
Each block of the emulsion chamber consists of 30 lead
plates each of 0.5 cm thickness and 14 sensitive layers of
X-ray film which are inserted after every 1 cm lead. Burst
detectors with 5 cm thick plastic scintillator are installed
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Figure 1. Structure of the hadron-calorimeter of the Chacaltaya
hybrid experiment (left) and that assumed for the PAMIR-XXI
experiment (right).

underneath the respective blocks of the emulsion chamber
(see Fig. 1). A 2 cm thick iron support is inserted between
the emulsion chamber and the hadron calorimeter. The
total area of the emulsion chambers is 8 m2. Details of the
Chacaltaya hybrid experiment are described in Refs. [1,2].

In the Chacaltaya hybrid experiments, we can obtain
the air-shower size, Ne, from the air-shower array data,
burst-density (the number of charged particles in 50 ×
50 cm2), nb, which are closely connected to the hadron
component in the air-shower, from the hadron calorimeter
(burst detector) and the energy and geometrical position
of individual high energy electromagnetic particles
of atmospheric families from the emulsion chamber.
Correlations between air-showers and accompanying
families were studied by comparing experimental and
simulated data.

2.2. Main results

We have analyzed 1,037 events with maximum burst
density nmax

b ≥ 104 among 32 blocks of burst detectors
and air-shower size Ne ≥ 106 in the ∼ 40 m2 year
exposure of hadron calorimeters. Among them 62 events
are accompanied with a family of �Eγ ≥ 10 TeV [3,9].

Figure 2 shows air-shower size, Ne, dependence of
the maximum burst-density, nmax

b , of the event for all the
events with nmax

b ≥ 104 and for those which accompany an
atmospheric family of �Eγ ≥ 10 TeV. The experimental
data are compared with those of simulated data by
CORSIKA [10] using QGSJET01 [11]. The experimental
data look like they are well described by the model
calculations if we use all the events with nmax

b ≥ 104, but
if we pick only the events accompanied by a family, the
simulations fail to describe the experimental data, i.e., nmax

b
of the experimental data are systematically larger than that
of simulations.

Figure 3 shows a correlation diagram between nmax
b

and accompanying family energy �Eγ . The experimental
data are compared with those of simulated data. As
naturally expected, nmax

b is roughly proportional to the
family energy in the simulated data irrespective of the
primary particles though nmax

b of the events coming from
iron-primaries is larger than that from proton-primaries.
We can see much of the experimental data is located

Figure 2. Shower size, Ne, dependence on maximum burst
density,nmax

b , for the total observed events (upper) and for
those accompanying family with energy �Eγ ≥ 10 TeV (lower)
in the Chacaltaya hybrid experiment. Lines are those for
the simulated events by CORSIKA/QGSJET01 with different
primary particles.

Figure 3. Correlation diagram between nmax
b and family energy

�Eγ of the events with atmospheric families in air-showers
of 106 ≤ Ne < 108. Large closed circles are those for the
Chacaltaya data. Small crosses are for simulated data of proton
primaries and squares for iron primaries.
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far from the simulated events in the diagram, i.e., there
exist events which have larger burst-density, nmax

b >∼ 106,
though the accompanied family energy is not so large.

3. The project of “PAMIR-XXI”
experiment
A new hybrid experiment “PAMIR-XXI” at the Pamir
mountains (∼4,300 m above sea level) is proposed to
study the primary cosmic-ray spectrum and chemical
composition in 1015 ∼ 1018 eV as well as nuclear
interactions at super high energy. The extraordinary
characteristics of the experiment is to construct very large
lead-carbon calorimeters (192 m2 with thickness of
∼3.5λint ) to study in detail the air-shower core at the
center of the dense EAS array (80 × 80 m2) surrounded by
sparse EAS array (1 × 1 km2). Details of the experiment
are described in Ref. [8].

4. Simulations for the “PAMIR-XXI”
experiment
4.1. Air-showers

To generate extensive air-showers we use the CORSIKA
simulation code (version 74005) [10] employing the
QGSJET model (QGSJET01d) [11] for cosmic-ray
nuclear interactions. Primary particles of E0 ≥ 1015 eV
are sampled respectively from the power law energy
spectrum of integral power index −1.8, for pure
protons and pure iron nuclei. The thinning energy in
the calculations in air-showers is fixed to be 10 GeV.
Shower sizes, Ne, at Chacaltaya and the Pamir are
calculated by using EGS4. Here we set the low
energy cut-off of the particles to be Ecut = 0.3 GeV
for hadrons and muons and Ecut = 0.001 GeV for
electromagnetic particles.

In order to compare with the Chacaltaya hybrid
experiment, we assume 32 hadron calorimeters of the
“Pamir-type”, each of which has an area 50 × 50 cm2,
are located similar to those of the Chacaltaya hybrid
experiment [1,2].

4.2. Calculation of the burst-density in �-block
and hadron-block of the calorimeter

Here we consider calorimeters with two carbon layers
of 60 cm thick (see Fig. 1) for the “Pamir-XXI”
experiment1. The upper part, �-block, of the calorimeter
which consists of the emulsion chamber of 6 cm
Pb and scintillator of 5 cm thickness, mainly detect
electromagnetic cascade showers of the e,γ -component
in the air-shower core and the lower part, hadron-
blocks each of which consists of an emulsion chamber
of 5 cm Pb and scintillator of 5 cm thickness under a
60 cm thick carbon layer mainly detect hadronic showers
produced by local nuclear interactions of the hadron
component in the lead plates and carbon layer. We use
GEANT4 code (version 4.10.0) [12] with the QGSP model
for hadronic interactions to calculate the burst-density.

1 There are 3rd hadron-block with carbon layer and 4th hadron-
block with thick lead layer under the 2nd hadron-block in the
original design of the calorimeter of the “PAMIR-XXI” [8].

Figure 4. Average cascade transition on energy deposit in
the 5 cm thick plastic scintillators for electrons with vertical
incidence and various energies. Curves are those of approximated
numerical functions based on the NKG function.

We calculate nuclear and electromagnetic cascades in
the calorimeter and the energy deposit in the 5 cm
thick plastic scintillator, located in the �-block and two
hadron-blocks, is calculated for incident hadrons (pions,
protons, neutrons and kaons) as well as for muons and
e, γ with 5 different energies of 10 GeV, 100 GeV, 1 TeV,
10 TeV and 100 TeV, and 3 different zenith tangent of
arrival direction, tan θ = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0.

For the �-block, the energy deposit is calculated
assuming the 5 cm thick plastic scintillator is located at
various depths, under 2 cm Pb, 3 cm Pb, and so on, in
order to find the best position of the scintillation counter.
Figure 4 shows examples of the average transition on
energy deposit in the scintillator for electrons with vertical
incidence. For the hadron-block, the energy deposit is
calculated assuming the scintillator is located under 5 cm
Pb. In Fig. 5 we show examples of distributions of the
energy deposit in the scintillator of the 2nd hadron-block
for pions with vertical incidence. The distribution of the
energy deposit obtained by GEANT4 simulations are
approximated by numerical functions. The distributions
of the energy deposit obtained by sampling from these
numerical functions which approximate GEANT4 results
are shown in the figure. The distributions agree well with
those obtained by full simulations using GEANT4.

In order to save computing time, the energy deposit is
sampled from the average transition curves approximated
based on the NKG function (see curves in Fig. 4) for the
�-block and from the approximated numerical functions
for the hadron-block (see curves in Fig. 5) for every
particle incident upon the hadron calorimeter. This is
converted into a particle number using average energy loss
(= 10 MeV) of a single muon in the 5 cm thick plastic
scintillator. Finally we get the burst-density, nb, defined
by the number of particles per 0.25 m2, in each block of
32 hadron calorimeters2.

2 High energy e,γ particles give energy deposits in the
scintillation counter of the hadron block. The contribution from
e,γ particles to the burst-density is less than ∼5% in the 2nd
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Figure 5. Distribution of the energy deposit, Edep , in the
5 cm thick plastic scintillator located under 5 cm Pb in the
2nd hadron-block of the calorimeter for pions with vertical
incidence. Histograms are results obtained by the GEANT4
simulation and dashed-curves are those obtained by sampling
from approximated numerical functions.

Figure 6. The average relationship between the family energy,
�Eγ , given by the Chacaltaya hybrid chamber and burst density
in the scintillator of the �-block, nb(�), of the “PAMIR-XXI”
experiment (left), and that between the burst density given by the
Chacaltaya burst detector, nb(Chac) and that by the hadron-block,
nb(1st H), and nb(2nd H), of the PAMIR-XXI detectors (right).

5. Expected results in “PAMIR-XXI”
5.1. Estimation of the expected
experimental data

Let’s consider how the events detected by the Chacaltaya
hybrid experiment can be observed by the detectors of
“PAMIR-XXI” experiment. Suppose the one and the
same simulated air-shower event is detected by both the
Chacaltaya hybrid experiment and by the”PAMIR-XXI”
experiment. Through the detector simulations for both
experiments3, we can compare the family energy, �Eγ ,
observed by the Chacaltaya emulsion chamber and the
burst density in the scintillator of the �-block, nb(�), of
the “PAMIR-XXI” experiment. Then we get an average
relationship between �Eγ at Chacaltaya and nb(�) at
the Pamir. The relationship between �Eγ and the burst
density under 5 cm Pb in the �-block, nb(�5 cm Pb), is
shown in Fig. 6. In the same way as above, we can get
an average relationship between the burst density given

hadron-block but is 30 ∼ 40%, in average, in the 1st hadron-
block.
3 Details of detector simulations of the Chacaltaya hybrid
experiment is described in Ref. [13].

Figure 7. Correlation diagram between the maximum burst
density at the 1st hadron-block, nmax

b (1st H), and the burst density
at 5 cm Pb of the corresponding �-block, nmax

b (�5 cm Pb),
(upper) and that between the maximum burst density at the 2nd
hardon-block, nmax

b (2nd H), and nmax
b (�5 cm Pb) (lower). The

large red circles are for the “expected experimental data” of
“PAMIR-XXI”. Small crosses are for the simulated data of proton
primaries and small circles are for iron primaries.

by the Chacaltaya burst detector, nb(Chac) and that by
the 1st hadron-block, nb(1st H), and also the relationship
between the burst density, nb(Chac), and that of the 2nd
hadron-block, nb(2nd H), of the “PAMIR-XXI” detectors.
The results are shown in Fig. 6. Using these relationships,
we can transform the experimental data of the Chacaltaya
hybrid experiment into “expected experimental data” for
the “PAMIR-XXI” experiment. The fluctuation around the
average relationships is rather large. Also some of the
events possibly have no family of �Eγ ≥ 10 TeV at
Chacaltaya but give a large burst-density in the �-block
at the Pamir experiment. These effects are not taken into
account in the present analysis.

5.2. Comparison of “expected experimental”
data with simulations

Figure 7 shows a correlation diagram between the maxi-
mum burst density at the 1st hadron-block, nmax

b (1st H),
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Figure 8. Shower size, Ne, dependence on the maximum burst density of the 2nd hadron-block, nmax
b (2nd H), expected in the “PAMIR-

XXI” for all events with nmax
b (2nd H) ≥ 104 (left) and for events with a large burst density at the �-block, nmax

b (� 5 cm Pb) ≥ 1.4 × 105

(right). Open circles are those for “expected experimental data”. Thin lines are those for the events simulated by CORSIKA/QGSJET01
with proton (solid) and Fe (dashed) primaries. Closed circles and thick lines are those in the case of introducing fluctuations in hadron-Air
interactions in simulations with a parameter of relative fluctuation ω = 0.3.

and the burst density at 5 cm Pb in the corresponding
�-block, nmax

b (�5 cm Pb)4, expected in the “PAMIR-XXI”
experiment (see Fig. 3 for comparison with the Chacaltaya
data). Also shown is that between the maximum burst
density of the 2nd hadron-block, nmax

b (2nd H), and
nmax

b (�5 cm Pb) of �-block. We can see that a considerable
number of “expected experimental” events accompany
larger burst density in the hadron-block than do simulated
events.

Figure 8 shows the shower-size, Ne, dependence
on the maximum burst density of the 2nd hadron-
block, nmax

b (2nd H), in “PAMIR-XXI” for all events with
nmax

b (2nd H)≥ 104 (upper) and for events with large burst
density at the �-block, nmax

b (� 5 cm Pb) ≥ 1.4 × 105

(lower), which correspond to events with family energy
�Eγ ≥ 10 TeV in the Chacaltaya hybrid experiment.
If we analyze all the events together, the “expected
experimental” data look like they are well described
by the simulations, but if we pick up only the events
with larger burst density in �-block, model calculations
fail to describe the “expected experimental” data, i.e.,
the burst density in the hadron-block in those events is
systematically larger than those of simulated events (see
Fig. 2 for the comparison with the Chacaltaya data).

5.3. Effect of fluctuations in
hadron-Air interaction

The possible existence of fluctuations in the cross-section
of hadronic interaction is discussed in references [14,15]
and this fluctuation affects the attenuation of hadronic
component in air-showers [15]. In the analysis of the
Chacaltaya hybrid experiment, we have shown that the
disagreement between experimental and simulation data
becomes smaller when cross-section fluctuations are taken

4 The results using the burst-density nmax
b (�4 cm Pb) or

nmax
b (�6 cm Pb) are not much different from those using

nmax
b (�5 cm Pb).

into account [3]. Here we again introduce the fluctuation
of the cross-section in high-energy hadron-air interactions
and study the effect on the correlation between the burst
density in the �-block and in the hadron-block in the
“PAMIR-XXI” experiment. We apply the same procedure
used in paper [15] , that is, the cross-section, σ (E), of
hadron-air is sampled from the uniform distribution in
the interval [1 − √

3ωσ0(E), 1 +
√

3ωσ0(E)]. Here σ0(E)
is the mean cross-section at energy, E , and ω is the
relative fluctuation of the cross-section. We apply these
modifications in the CORSIKA simulation code and
calculate air-showers.

The results are shown in Fig. 8 for the case of
ω = 0.3. The fluctuation of the cross-section affects
the attenuation of the hadron component, then it also
affects the “expected experimental” data. In the figure
the closed circles are for the “expected experimental”
data and thick lines for the simulated data taking into
account the fluctuation of the cross-section. As seen in the
figure, the “expected experimental” data are well described
by model calculations including cross-section fluctuation
especially for events with larger burst densities in the
�-block.

6. Summary and discussions
We have shown that the unusual characteristics observed
by the Chacaltaya hybrid experiment, in which the
emulsion chamber data is one of the key ingredient of the
analysis, can also be well seen in the “PAMIR-XXI” hybrid
experiment, in which scintillator counters are used instead
of emulsion chambers. If the “PAMIR-XXI” experiment
is carried out as planned, statistics of the events increase
∼10 times larger than those detected in the Chacaltaya
hybrid experiment after 2∼3 years exposure. If the unusual
characteristics, i.e., disagreement between experimental
data and simulations, still remain in the “PAMIR-XXI”
experiment, we must seriously consider the reason to
explain it. As one of the possible reasons, we considered
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the effect of fluctuations in the cross-section of hadron-air
interactions. It is found that the discrepancy between
experimental and simulated data becomes smaller when
the cross-section fluctuation is taken into account. Some
changes of the characteristics of particle production
may also cause the discrepancy between experimental
and simulated data, e.g., recent results of the LHCf
experiment show a more abundant neutron production
rate to photon production than in the current model
prediction in the very forward region in p-p collisions at√

s = 7 TeV [16].
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